
 

Space Time Blue by Tom Elderfield

"This is by far my favorite take on the moving hole concept" 
- Shin Lim 

In the world of physics, there are discoveries being made daily that are going to
shape the future of humanity. Most of these wondrous discoveries we cannot see
or feel. That is, until Tom Elderfield punching holes in playing cards and instantly
moving them through the woven fibers right in front of you. 

Space Time is Tom's latest marvel, where he places an open hole into a playing
card, then the hole jumps around the card as if he's warping the fabric of space
time itself. Unlike previous hole plots, you can clearly show both sides of the card
between each phase. With a wave, it will seem as if you instantly healed those
voids in the card as if you turned back the clock, restoring the card to pristine
condition.

No sleight of hand required and it is fun and easy to perform. 

Instant reset 
Real hole in the card - see right through 
No setup 
Hand-crafted gimmick with attention to every detail 
Online Tricks, routines, handlings and instructions included

Test the boundaries of this unexplainable physical paradox as you shock your
spectators with Space Time by Tom Elderfield.  

"Amateurs and professionals, every magician's card box should have one of
these!" 

-Gregory Wilson

"I've been following Tom Elderfield quietly for a while now.  I was hoping he'd
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remain a secret and I'd keep his killer magic for myself.  Bummer!  EVERYONE is
going to want this trick.  Good method.  Fun and visual."

- Justin Flom

"An very visual effect with a clever method! You can see a hole which really
moves!" 
- Mickael Chatelain 

"Visually stunning, The best moving hole effect I have ever seen!" 
- Damien O'Brien
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